As civil war raged in Mexico in 1914, factional leaders sought to gain support for their cause by presenting a positive representation to international observers. Pancho Villa, the most capable military leader of the rebel Constitutionalist army, quickly recognized the propagandistic value of the developing motion picture. This article asks what motivated Villa and what were the results of his embracement of the motion picture? Did he use film as a conscious public relations effort for the rebel cause or simply as an act of vanity? Is it possible that Villa, a provincial Mexican peon, saw the persuasive value of the newsreel that media moguls and public policy manipulators in America—like William Randolph Hearst—failed to recognize? This article takes the events that occurred and combine them with a historical discussion of the period's developing newsreel industry to answer these intriguing issues—intriguing enough to make a Hollywood movie then and today.

All parties in the revolution recognized the importance of a positive portrayal in the American media. Participants on both sides generated so many self-serving reports that one Austin, Texas newspaper sarcastically wrote that it suspected all Mexican generals of grabbing the stationery and typewriters in retreat while abandoning the artillery. Across the United States, stories and reports about Villa abounded in many newspapers and magazines of the time. Mark Cronlund Anderson's book, Pancho Villa's Revolution by Headlines, details well Villa’s manipulation of the international press and his image portrayed abroad. Anderson, however, devotes only a few pages to Villa’s use of the newsreel in his strategic media campaign. While Friedrich Katz treats the subject more seriously in his mammoth 900 plus page work, The Life and Times of Pancho Villa dedicates only five pages to Villa’s use of the American media and Hollywood. This article adds the role of the motion picture to Pancho Villa’s story—a role that deserves greater investigation.

Students of Mexico know the story of the
Mexican Revolution well. Porfirio Díaz ruled as a strong man for over thirty years. The aging dictator announced that he would step down from power in 1910 and allow free elections to determine his replacement. As the date neared, Díaz retracted this commitment. Calling for revolution, challenger Francisco I. Madero, a foreign educated political activist from one of the wealthiest families in the northern state of Coahuila, disavowed the regime. A brief uprising persuaded Díaz to abdicate and depart for Europe, leaving Madero to unite the government and country. However, he failed to provide effective leadership and Mexico broke into regional and military factions. General Victoriano Huerta, a military carrier man left from the Díaz era, gained Madero’s trust in quelling uprisings against the administration. Taking advantage of the instability, Huerta usurped power in 1913, resulting in Madero’s murder and initiation of the most devastating conflict of the Revolution that lasted to 1920.

The factions rebelling against Huerta loosely united under the Constitutionalist banner with Venustiano Carranza, a career politician from the northern state of Coahuila, as the “First Chief” and Francisco “Pancho” Villa the most capable general. Villa (born Doroteo Arango), fled the oppressive life of a peon ranch hand and spent the next fifteen years gaining a reputation as a cattle rustler and fugitive from justice. Joining Madero's revolt, Villa quickly grew his group of fifteen men into a formidable force of well-armed horsemen. Although not fond of each other, Carranza promoted Villa to division general and he served as provisional Governor of the state of Chihuahua in 1913.

In early 1914, the war turned in the favor of the Constitutionals. With their triumph growing inevitable and U.S. President Woodrow Wilson publicly behind their cause, Texas, and the rest of the country began scrutinizing Villa and Carranza as potential leaders of a Mexican republic. Newspaper editorials voiced their opinions as to which candidate represented the best choice. Some, like the Abilene Daily Reporter, viewed Villa as the man who could lead Mexico out of trouble. The Dallas Morning News, on the other hand, doubted Villa’s character and supported Carranza as the one capable of making “worthy use” of power. As parties squared off in the Villa/Carranza debate, the Austin Statesman rejected both, opting for a yet-to-emerge non-military leader. Throughout 1914, the nation’s newspapers and public opinion flipped from one leader to the other.3

Two opinions of Villa existed in the minds of the American public. One branded him a bandit, an opportunist, and an uncivilized butcher of prisoners. The other heralded him as a great general, savior of the Mexican peon, and receptive to American tutelage.4 Villa tactfully portrayed himself as the latter to the American press. Although most rebel leaders, including Carranza, accepted Wilson’s envoys, they did not court American reporters.5 Unlike Carranza and other rebel faction leaders, Villa welcomed foreign correspondents. A corps of American reporters followed Villa and his troops on the march. He granted interviews in El Paso, Texas, and at his headquarters in the Mexican state of Chihuahua.6

This conscious effort to improve his public opinion successfully positioned Villa as Wilson’s and the press’s favorite. Once uncommitted American newspapers now began to promote Villa over the uncooperative Carranza. So committed to Villa, one newspaper proclaimed he should share in the Nobel Peace Prize while others lauded Villa as having “loftiness of purpose” and a as “man of lion heart.” Businessmen once backing Huerta switched their support to Villa as the candidate best for commerce.7

While many examples abound contrasting the differences between Carranza and Villa when it came to the role of the United States and President Wilson’s attempts to influence the Mexican Revolution, none provides a better illustration than the forced occupation of the port of Veracruz. On 21 April 1914, performing a supposed act of assistance to the rebel cause, Wilson occupied militarily the port of Veracruz, cutting off Huerta’s main source of money and arms. Carranza, to Wilson’s disgust, responded negatively. Carranza condemned the U.S. for invading sovereign Mexico and even hinted at joining with Huerta’s troops in repelling the Americans.8 Villa cleverly grasped an opportunity to benefit from Carranza’s impudence. Villa again played the press for a favorable portrayal, appearing to embrace the occupation with a quick repudiation of Carranza’s threatening communication. He assured Americans that Carranza spoke only for himself and encouraged Wilson to “keep Veracruz and hold it so tight that not even water could get to Huerta.”9 Villa, through reports in the U.S. press, provided Washington with the Constitutionalist sanction of the occupation that Carranza refused to voice.10 Even newspapers not fond of Villa, applauded his public support of Wilson.11

Villa not only recognized the importance of the
international press in influencing the Mexican Revolution, but he also knew how to achieve a desired portrayal with the right statement at the right time. Even when a position was not popular with the Mexican people, as with the occupation of Veracruz, he still played to the desires of Washington and the American public. More astutely, even beyond that of his American supporters, Villa recognized and acted upon another important news medium—the newly developed newsreel!

A brief look at the roots of the newsreel helps evaluate Pancho Villa’s use of this emerging medium. The European newsreel predates its American counterpart in popularity. In Europe, news shorts covered common, everyday events such as a lunch break at a factory or citizens walking in the park. These shorts being of local, familiar everyday events such as a lunch break at a factory or citizens seeking entertainment, not true news. Newsreels constituted an advertised part of the billing, serving the same purpose as Walt Disney cartoons—fillers and warm-ups for the main attraction. The typical format of a 10-to 15-minute episode produced twice a week amounted to “a series of catastrophes ending with a fashion show.”

A typical line-up consisted of a travel segment, a fashion segment, a celebrity segment, and the clincher, war footage. Even before the actual film arrived in the U.S., movie producers released in trade publications the content of telegrams from newsreelers in Mexico as “teasers” promising intriguing scenes. After production, the final package received promotion in industry journals for distribution on a statewide basis. Full-page ads assured that their films contained the best action, guaranteed to “crowd the theaters to the doors.”

The viewing public, however, did not share film producers’ sentiments. This new medium’s vivid reality quickly gained it acceptance as a more accurate source of information, not a journalistic creation. The critical literature of the time confirmed public confidence as it repeatedly stressed the accuracy and reliability of the motion picture as a documentary medium. So realistic was war footage that the U.S. army incorporated it into its troop training. As one evaluator put it in 1911, “Cinematography cannot be made to lie; it is a machine that merely records what is happening.” The public and evaluators who should have known better wholeheartedly believed that pictures did not lie. Movie theater audiences accepted with confidence the raw history that rolled across the screen, considering it, over the biased, adulterated newspaper accounts, to be the true news of the day.

Quotations from the popular press, trade journals, and critical literature during the silent picture period lend
overwhelming evidence to this conviction. In 1910, Leslie’s Weekly proclaimed, “A written description is always the point of view of the correspondent. But the Biographic camera does not lie.” An industry critic announced in 1911 that the camera, unlike the “reporter with the pen,” brought events free from the “policy of the paper.” The journal Moving Pictures in 1912 extolled the journalistic value of the camera as a “truthful pictorial account of what takes place, not the garbled product of a vivid imagination.” When evaluating war coverage, a critic in 1914 claimed film to be, “The only real and incorruptible neutral.” Such prose as “incorruptible, utterly without bias, exactness, deadly accuracy,” and “vivid realism” lauded the superiority of moving pictures over the written press.31

America’s enthusiasm for motion pictures grew beyond the dramatic productions and news confined to New York City. The increasing demand for weekly newsreels as part of the standard package offered by movie houses prompted expanding the newsgathering operation worldwide. Most newsreel men worked independently of the home office, many as freelancers, and exercised their own discretion as to what, where, and when to film. Their offerings competed with other news gatherers for inclusion in the release tendered for public viewing. Needless to say, action, exclusive action, drove what photographers sought to film. Of a possible 100 feet of film that the newsman may have felt was nationally important, the newsreel companies had agents in the field seeking action on both sides of the Mexican lines, but getting close enough to film battle scenes proved elusive. Recognizing opportunity, Villa offered exclusive rights to his war and promised to provide horses, food, and protection for the moving picture operators. For a 50/50 split of the films’ proceeds, Villa further guaranteed excellent action.34 Representatives of several motion picture concerns promptly sent wires to their home offices in New York. Telegrams from such unimportant, remote places as El Paso usually languished on some intermediary’s desktop. Harry E. Aitken, president of the Mutual Film Corporation, however, responded immediately. On January 3 1914, Frank M. Thayer, acting for the Mutual Film Corporation, signed a contract with Villa in Juárez.35

Arrangements reported by newspapers included that Villa deploy and attack only after photographers’ approval. Villa agreed to fight as much as possible between the hours of nine in the morning and five in the afternoon, no longer engaging in night attacks. If resulted footage proved less than satisfactory, Villa would conduct reenactments. For compensation, he received up front $25,000 in silver and a percentage share of any earnings the pictures might gross.36

The press and public may have believed these to be the terms, but Villa authority Friedrich Katz records another story. Having seen the actual document, Katz states that the contract simply specified that the Mutual Film Company received exclusive rights to film battles and that Villa would collect 20 percent of all revenue that the films reaped.37

Mutual Film expected great things. The company designed and ordered ten special cameras rugged enough to withstand the test. This advanced equipment included special features that allowed remote filming.38 Aitken confidently offered President Wilson the prestige of viewing the results first before public release.39 So novel and lucrative was this arrangement considered for both parties that the London press suggested in jest that European governments adopt the practice as a way to offset their
military expenses. Filming war in underdeveloped, foreign countries required a special type of person for the job. Cameramen in Mexico had to earn their right to film by displaying acts of valor with the troops, gaining the acceptance of the local community, and even participating in bullfights. A misstep could result in harassment, arrest, jailing, confiscation of equipment, abandonment in the desert, and assault. For the assignment, Mutual selected eight cameramen from across the country who had been “under fire before.”

Seeking details, The New York Times unexpectedly caught Aitken in his apartment. He hyped with showmanship the arrangement, coyly claiming not to wish the facts to get out. Aitken then promised a fresh supply of action weekly until Huerta fell. In addition to playing in American theaters from coast to coast, he described an ambitious distribution plan that also included Mexico and Canada. Aitken promised to exercise responsibility, as what might be caught on film could “strike terror into the hearts of his men.” He tantalizingly added, “It isn’t pleasant to contemplate the possibilities of such a situation.”

A 1926 description vividly depicts the results of the marriage between Villa and the moviemakers:

Pancho Villa, Mexico’s “man on horseback,” bandit, rebel patriot, was riding, silver spurred and merry with conquest and sin, at the head of his tatterdemalion legions on to Juárez. The dream of glory that ever rides ahead of the “man on horseback” rode with the bold, brave Pancho, friend of the people, military heir-apparent to the kingdom of oil and gold and tobacco. “Viva, Viva Panchito!”

Through film, Americans came to know Villa as the “flamboyant heir-apparent” to the dominion south of the border.

Mexico provided the war while Villa played the romantic role that American viewing audiences imagined. Along with Pancho rode other intriguing characters, including Rodolfo Fierro, “the butcher,” Resale Hernandez, the schoolmaster general, and Monclovio Herrera, professional cattle thief turned rebel warrior. Villa’s war was of “feudal age,” tailor made for American cravings. Valor, conquest, drama, excitement, and emotion followed this “silver spurred Alexander of the chaparral”—and so did the newsreel men.

Without risking success, Villa delayed battles while Mutual positioned its cameras. Now, the great general advanced with an impressive choreographed offensive sweep forward, recorded for the world to witness. Next, the triumphant Villa, in close-up clearness, led his column through the streets of Ojinaga (a town on the border of Chihuahua and Texas) to the cheers of liberated villagers. It was no accident that beside him rode Francisco Madero’s younger brother, Raoul. Disappointingly, no battle scenes unfolded before the camera. The battle of Ojinaga, however, vividly revealed the damage of war to the extent that one reviewer claimed little imagination was required to piece together the story. After Ojinaga, Villa learned how to combine war and photography. At the battle of Torreon (a town in Coahuila near the border with Durango), the camera succeeded in capturing an explosive shelling scene that featured enemy bodies flying from bomb bursts. The New York Times recognized the Torreon footage as the first scenes of actual battle displayed at public theaters.

Although this provided the material desired by newsreelers, combat did not occur regularly or conveniently for filming. Villa took advantage of lulls in the fighting to enhance his public image. Villa’s demands that he be the focus of filming reaped accusations that he was the motion picture industry’s first “lens louse:” a film personality so vain as to spoil the movie. The home office complained. They wanted more war footage, not Villa parading at the head of a column or arrogantly directing artillery fire. If the cameramen balked at making him the focus of their filming when and how he desired, Villa denied the newsmen what they really wanted—access to combat. When Villa caught one newsreeler filming him with an unloaded camera, Villa ordered him unceremoniously escorted across the border with a stern warning not to come back. Had Villa lacked concern about his screen image, the photographer might have suffered greater indignity.

Nevertheless, what moviegoers saw of Villa back in America proved so popular that in March 1914 Mutual contracted for the making of a full-length feature film, The Life of General Villa. Crews went to Mexico to gather appropriate actual footage for incorporation into the studio effort in Los Angeles. Unlike Mexico’s monotonous, disorganized, brutal, and routine war, professional moviemakers created for the public the ornamental, romantic war that they envisioned. Villa willingly gave up his common, drab attire for one provided by Mutual more
fitting a prestigious military leader. Rather than being a poor hacienda peon, Hollywood Villa stemmed from a well-off independent ranching family. Villa becomes a revolutionary seeking justifiable revenge for the rape of his sister by federal army officers. Although only for a few minutes, thanks to the general’s persistence in getting himself filmed, the actual Villa managed to appear in the final release. Not exactly a blockbuster, Villa’s movie played enough to earn receipts that enabled it to break even at least.

As America searched for a Constitucionalist leader deserving its support, Villa skillfully manipulated his portrayal on screen as well as he did the American press. In the press, Villa aligned himself favorably with Wilson’s goals. On the screen, Villa convincingly appeared the populist warrior that Washington sought. Villa did not handsomely straddle his mount before regimented troops of common citizens using contemporary artillery simply for personal vanity. Villa did not seemingly jeopardize his troops or the outcome of battle for the sake of honoring a whimsical movie contract. Villa did not seek to use motion pictures to gain immortality or celebrity status. Pancho Villa astutely manipulated this new form of public persuasion. He realized that a portrayal of organization and professionalism generated American public confidence in his ability and increased Washington’s backing of him as the prominent rebel leader. In other words, Villa opportunistically incorporated the newsreel as part of an orchestrated media propaganda campaign.

Pancho Villa, a semiliterate peon in an underdeveloped country, recognized and astutely used this emerging news source to his advantage some five years before Americans utilized this opportunity. It was not until the First World War that influential Americans awakened to the potential use of newsreels to promote personal and political agendas and propaganda.

Why did American parties—government or private—with interests in Mexico not take advantage of this new media like Villa? Before 1914 or 1915, outside economic and political interests in Mexico lacked the cohesion or feelings of expedience to warrant manipulation of press reports coming out of Mexico. The oil, banking, and mining industries held different opinions about what was good for the small operator may not be best for the large one. What benefited U.S. oilmen may have been detrimental to British oil interests. Additionally, the Wilson administration voiced less inclination than previous governments to heed the cries of U.S. commercial concerns.

The U.S. government lacked accord as well. U.S. diplomats in Mexico remained from the previous Taft administration and opposed Wilson’s strategies, siding with commercial interests and supporting strongly the authoritarian rule of Díaz and then Huerta. Many historians believe the U.S. embassy played a major role in Huerta’s snatching of power from Madero. Even after Wilson replaced many of the government’s representatives with those sharing his ideals and goals, the remaining Taft men stayed defiant. Conditions in Washington ranked no better. This lack of a united and clearly defined diplomatic front resulted in Washington’s inability to influence strategically what the press reported from Mexico.

Although not united, the American journalistic press was another story. Many individual newspapers reflected the strong opinions of their editors, owners, or contributing interests. One publication might be interventionist, while another wished recognition of whichever leader occupied Mexico City. One may be pro-business while another supported Mexican social reform. One was Democratic while another Republican. Even when periodicals agreed that Huerta must go, they failed to support the same alternative leader. One that existed on the border represented that region’s interests, while another in an Eastern metropolis had different views. Each had an opinion, if not an agenda in Mexico.

Yet, the newsreel did not reflect the editorialized press. If any individual possessed the means and motives to utilize all types of media for personal interests, it was William Randolph Hearst. His reputation for brazen manipulation of the press in pursuit of private and political agendas is monumental. Hearst mobilized all his resources in promoting the interventionist view. All, that is, but one. William Randolph Hearst also owned a newsreel producing company. William Randolph Hearst’s newsreel company remained true to that industry’s mission—entertainment.

In 1914, Hearst owned nine newspapers, including publications in the prominent cities of Chicago,
Los Angeles, Boston, San Francisco, and New York. He accessed international news with membership in the Associated Press International (API) and his own international news service. Hearst’s wealth afforded him a luxury few other news barons enjoyed: worldwide coverage with his own foreign journalists. This resulted in exclusive reports that he sold to other papers in noncompetitive areas, expanding further his ability to influence the news available to the American people. Until the First World War, American international news sources remained limited, placing Hearst and his papers in a prime position to exploit what the American public read.63

Hearst also pioneered the use of motion pictures to cover news events. Motion picture cameras accompanied correspondents dispatched by his New York Journal to cover the Spanish-American War in Cuba. In 1913, Hearst formed the first fully organized weekly newsreel production venture in the United States and was the first in the industry to call this new product “news reel.” Film clips converged in Chicago from any and every part of the nation and the world for processing and distribution to theaters throughout the country. The military action in Mexico presented in Hearst’s newsreel releases was as popular with the public as it was with his competitors.66 Hearst newsreelers were apt at filming war, becoming a major supplier of the First World War footage commonly seen in movie houses across the country.67

Hearst’s organization employed people accomplished at filming war, and he had them in Mexico during the revolution. He also had good reason to exploit this opportunity. Hearst hated Woodrow Wilson and his policies in Mexico. He considered Wilson a man without convictions, condemning Washington’s lack of decisive action and adherence to intervention. As an interventionist, Hearst newspapers demanded a stronger stand in Mexico. From Wilson’s inauguration, through the Mexican Revolution, the First World War, and the president’s promotion of the League of Nations, Hearst ranked as Wilson’s most aggressive critic.68

Hearst also held large investments in Mexico. Hearst and his mother owned over four million dollars’ worth of investments in ranching, oil, mining, timber, and other property in Mexico. With the demise of the Díaz government, which he supported, the chaos of the revolution in Mexico directly threatened these interests. Villa irregulars overran and looted his 670,000-acre Babicora ranch in Chihuahua, killing one employee and holding four others captive. Hearst believed Villa was personally involved in the theft of 60,000 head of his cattle, prompting personal calls by the Hearst family on the U.S. Secretary of State for redress. Hearst’s ranch foremen maintained a 100-man army that protected the ranch and hunted Mexican bandits. Carranza’s troops later occupied this property, forcing Hearst’s caretakers to abandon the ranch and flee to El Paso.69

This experience brought, with anger, an increased Hearst propaganda campaign calling for U.S. intervention in Mexico. His newspapers blatantly identified the rebels as bandits who waged war against Americans, and urged that the U.S. go into Mexico and stay. Hearst fended off accusations that his militant position was taken purely in pursuit of protecting his personal empire in Mexico, claiming strictly a concern for American lives. Hearst’s journalistic assault continued beyond the revolution until 1921.70

Whether for reasons of personal gain or true patriotism, William Randolph Hearst went to extraordinary lengths to influence, affect, and create United States policy and action towards Mexico. He sent spies to Mexico to gain inside information.71 He armed vigilantes to protect his Mexican holdings. He personally met and negotiated with a later Mexican president Alvaro Obregón.72 He paid large amounts of money for evidently fake documents in an effort to encourage American military intervention in Mexico.73 More than once, he presented as fact what others considered fabrication.74 He threatened, cajoled, and hurled accusations at U.S. presidents and politicians. He employed not only his newspapers, but also his movie production holdings in propaganda efforts.

William Randolph Hearst also owned a newsreel company. The popular quote attributed to him during the Spanish-American war, “You furnish the pictures, and I’ll furnish the war,” certainly indicates his willingness to use media other than his printed journalism for propaganda and profit.75 It was not just in Mexico that Hearst trumpeted an agenda. Hearst so cherished his ability to determine outcomes that biographer W. A. Swanberg says: “He liked to run things, including the country.”76 One would expect Hearst, someone so intent on manipulation, to include the popular, influential newsreel in his arsenal. No evidence is found that he did, or even considered, doing so. Had Hearst recognized the propaganda potential of newsreels, he would have certainly exerted as much zeal in exploiting this medium as he did others.
Undoubtedly, Pancho Villa consciously played the American press to his advantage. He strategically sided with Woodrow Wilson, using the American press to enhance his position while Carranza sparred with Washington. Villa even took the position of supporting Wilson’s occupation of Veracruz. This act by the U.S. so offended the total Mexican population that the premier historian on the affair, Robert E. Quirk, believes that still today, Mexicans are bitterer about Veracruz than the war lost to the United States in 1846. This effort by Villa successfully drew Wilson’s support to him as the answer to Mexico’s problems. Wilson staunchly defended and promoted Villa to the American congress and to the European powers in Mexico. True, Carranza’s arrogance and stubbornness did much to strengthen Villa as the choice, but Villa’s apparent subordination to the U.S. certainly gave Wilson much ammunition to defend him as the better choice. Villa so convinced Wilson’s agents in Mexico that he was the right choice that they lobbied Wilson to recant his recognition of Carranza. Even after Wilson confirmed his decision to recognize and back Carranza against Villa, Washington agents in the field continued to assist Villa in Mexico.

Judging Villa’s success at using the newsreel for his cause is more difficult. The proceeds received aided in paying and supplying his troops, but the influence on the American public, however, is another story. The amount of money paid by Mutual Film Company indicates the value it saw in Pancho Villa as a draw for the American movie viewer. The fact that Mutual made a full-length drama about his life in 1914 further confirms his screen popularity during the revolution. Since then, no less than five full-length Hollywood movies have dedicated their proceeds received to enhance his position while Carranza sparred with Washington. Villa even took the position of supporting Wilson’s occupation of Veracruz. This act by the U.S. so offended the total Mexican population that the premier historian on the affair, Robert E. Quirk, believes that still today, Mexicans are bitterer about Veracruz than the war lost to the United States in 1846. This effort by Villa successfully drew Wilson’s support to him as the answer to Mexico’s problems. Wilson staunchly defended and promoted Villa to the American congress and to the European powers in Mexico. True, Carranza’s arrogance and stubbornness did much to strengthen Villa as the choice, but Villa’s apparent subordination to the U.S. certainly gave Wilson much ammunition to defend him as the better choice. Villa so convinced Wilson’s agents in Mexico that he was the right choice that they lobbied Wilson to recant his recognition of Carranza. Even after Wilson confirmed his decision to recognize and back Carranza against Villa, Washington agents in the field continued to assist Villa in Mexico.

If Villa’s use of the silent newsreel garnered successful results, why did others not utilize it as well? In the United States, newsreel producers created entertainment. Even the resourceful William Randolph Hearst failed to view the industry any other way. Created for and intended to attract the movie-viewing public, newsreels originally reaped few profits. They existed for prestige, used only to round out the movie house’s bill. Movie theaters were interested only in Mexican war action, not the politics or suffering of the population. The infant newsreel sprang from the drama movie trade. Its producers, editors, promoters, and creators sprouted from this industry. The agents in the field were cameramen, not journalists. Not until the First World War did governments and politicians begin to recognize the usefulness of film for propaganda purposes. In the European theater, if a newsreel man wanted to film the action, he had to join the army and subject himself to official policy and censorship. This was true for all the countries at war, not just the U.S.

After the war, newsworthy events around the world played for the camera. The power brokers of politics and business began catering to the motion picture camera, choreographing events specifically for the newsreel. The second inauguration of Woodrow Wilson catered to a multitude of cameras by constructing a large platform purposely placed along the parade route to include the patriotic scene of the Capitol in the background. The Secret Service strategically supervised the filming. In a letter to Twentieth Century Fox’s newly created Movietone News, Wilson encouraged the company to devote its newsweekly to the promotion of his postwar agenda. Wilson hailed the motion picture industry as an educator and encouraged Fox to use its power for the “greatest service to the nation and to the world.” Once film gained sound in 1927, the perceived innocence of the newsreel vanished forever. Like print journalism, motion picture news now had an editorializing voice.

By the 1930s, the industry had grown into an “institution similar to the newspaper,” with an American audience of over seventy million viewing a single newsreel and where a single company accumulated over 100,000 feet of film a week. Although news shorts continued covering actual current events, subjects received heightened drama and editorial opinion. Twentieth Century Fox, a late comer on the scene, developed its Movietone News into the industry’s largest player. Movietone operated in New York City a self-contained four-story facility
that functioned twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. The first floor housed a sound stage for film production, complete with a swimming tank. The second floor produced short subjects that accompanied the newsreels. The third floor housed the news department’s cameramen, commentators, editors, contact men, and other relevant personnel. The fourth floor was a library. Here, all past and current newsreels, cut-stories and out-takes were kept for inclusion in future productions. An extensive sound library provided the “actual” noise added to the final product.

Between 1919 and 1963, Movietone News presented approximately 5,000 newsreel programs theatrically in America. More than 1,000 cameramen throughout the world shot over 100 million feet of film, with approximately seven million used in the final assemblages. At its height, Movietone produced these programs in 47 languages for over 50 different countries. Hearst Metro-tone News acted in association with Fox between 1930 and 1934, sharing footage and sound equipment.

So, how did an uneducated bandit in a “feudalistic” land come to recognize the usefulness of the newsreel while a news baron like Hearst did not? Perhaps the key to Villa’s insights was his lowly social status. If media moguls like Hearst ever viewed their movie and newsreel creations, it was probably in the privacy of a studio or on one of their massive yachts. Villa, on the other hand, sat in the actual theater with the populace in El Paso. Perhaps he observed the spellbinding effect this new media held for its marveling audience as they “ohhhed” and “ahhhed” at the generals of warring armies in other parts of the world. One can imagine the light-bulb-of-idea coming on over his head when he got the thought “that could be me on that big screen—bigger than life.” In other words, the movers and shapers of government, business, and war did not recognize the mesmerizing effect of the newsreel on the public.

Another reason may be that Villa was provincial and, at best, functionally literate. During this period, Harry H. Dunn, editor of both Spanish and English language newspapers in Mexico City, made an interesting observation. Unlike in the United States, pictures, and cartoons in particular, carried great influence in Mexico. In a population that Dunn claimed to be 85 percent illiterate, cartoons often replaced written journalism for the lower class masses. He claimed that the Huerta regime exploited cartoons to such a degree that in a matter of months they produced so much hate for the U.S. and President Wilson that the federal army became capable of recruiting soldiers in rebel strongholds. If this was true, perhaps Villa was equally susceptible to the powerful impact of a visual media. The silent motion pictures were just that—pictures in motion. Once the infant silent newsreel matured with advanced filming and editing techniques, including sound, Americans in politics and the industry recognized the propagandistic value of film. Perhaps it took a Pancho Villa to recognize first the value of the infant silent newsreel. Whatever the case, Pancho Villa skillfully manipulated his filmers to his advantage and astutely incorporated the newsreel along with his strategic use of the American press for successful propaganda. Although he was flamboyant and not shy about publicity, vanity motivated little Villa’s appearance before the camera. Pancho Villa was no common “lens louse.”
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